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SU Law Clinic lawyers file suit against Caterpillar,
Inc. on behalf of the Corrie family for selling its
products to the israeli military that were used for
the destruction of palestinian homes.
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Editorial
Last year, 682 felons were released into the 98144 and
98122 zip codes, according to an article published in last
week's issue of Capitol Hill Times.
Surprised? Shocked? At the very least there may be some
questions on your mind. After all, a figure that represents
more than 13 percent ofthe total number of released offenders
in King County for one year is deserving of at least some

thought.
Only, who is doing the thinking? Making plans to help
introduce these 682 individuals back into our neighborhood,
and then offering supervision for those who pose higher risks
to the community at large is an essential step that the state
must take in re-introducing ex-convicts into society.
It's encouraging to learn that King County's Neighborhood
Corrections Initiative, a program that allows correction officers
to maintain the same enforcement powers as Department
of Corrections officers, is doing its part to help increase the
number of participants in work-release programs and success
rates for chemical dependency programs. It makes sense that
NCI officers would be valuable resources because of their
familiarity with offenders, making it easier to spot violations
and provide help for those who need it.
The program is currently funded by the DOC and police
departments. Since last December, spots for one NCI officer in
six precincts throughout Seattle have been created and there's
more talk about starting patrol partnerships with the DOC.
So, with all the positives that seem to be emitting from
this program, why stop now? Apparently, there is what DOC
Community Response supervisor, Jim McGinnis, calls a "very
strong resistance within the department." Without support
from those involved and the continuing and all too familiar
threat of state budget cuts, the program has been predicted to
end while still in its growing stages. And we just accept this
fact?
Seattle Police Department estimates that 20 percent of sex
offenders residing in Seattle are under DOC supervision.
Obviously, help is still needed. Hosting Tent City 3 gave our
campus community a lesson in compassion and a first-hand
account of how giving a little can mean a lot. Hopefully, when
it does come time to make budget cuts, the state will see the
benefits of programs such as the NCI and the state will decide
to give as well.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries reflect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
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U.N. AmbassadorNominee John
Bolton Drives U.S. Foreign Policy
Further Down the Path of Isolationism
Through the nomination of John
Bolton for the position of U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations,
the Bush administration has once
again raised eyebrows and concerns
throughout the world with regard to
the United States foreign policy.
Bolton currently holds the position of assistant undersecretary of

affairs.
Supporters argue that Bolton's
hard line, right wing, America first
attitude; is exactly what the U.N.
needs in order for the United States
and the U.N. to work together on
a productive level. However, opponents express concern over his
unconventional approach to international politics, which is reasonable considering he single-handedly
nearly caused the breakdown of the
multinational nuclear arms talks
with North Korea by calling the
country a "hellish nightmare."
In addition to his foreign policy

state for arms control. However,

follies, Bolton was also criticized

current administration in office,

yet by sending such a strong critic
of the U.N. to act as the United
States ambassador, this nation sends
a clear message to the rest of the
world, "The United States will act
how it wants, when it wants, and
where it wants, regardless of what
the rest of the world thinks or has
to say about it."
While it is true that the United
Nations could use reform, sending
one of the most outspoken critics
of the delegation as an ambassador
to represent the United States is
not going to help solve any of the
problems

at hand.

Through the

for requesting the removal of CIA appointment of Bolton the Bush
since Mar. 7 when he was nomiBush
Bolton
intelligence analysts because they administration confirms that United
nated by President
has been gearing up for assuming did not support his claims which States foreign policy will be unilatthe duties of one of the highest asserted that Cuba was pursuing eral and interest driven, regardless
representative positions in United a biological weapons program. Is of the views held by the rest of the
States foreign relations.
a person who threatens the jobs of world.
The Bush administration deAside from the fact that Bolton those who oppose him thebest perhas been called "human scum" and son to represent the United States to clared that it would attempt to
the largest international delegation build bridges, and repair relations
a "bloodsucker" by foreign diplowith our allies. However, with
on the planet?
mats, his past actions and his current ideologies regarding the role
Bolton's criticism of the United the appointment of John Bolton,
the United States will only furof the United States in the world Nations was exemplified in a chapsphere make him an unacceptable ter he wrote for the Cato institutes ther alienate itself from its allies,
book "Delusions of Grandeur." weaken its power in the world
nominee for the position of ambassador to the U.N..
The chapter, entitled The Creation, sphere and will abandon any hope
Under the current administraFall, Rise, and Fall of the United of solving the pressing matters
tion, the United States foreign Nations, provides an all out attack which face the United States in the
policy has transformed from an on the very essence of the United modern era. If the United States is
to repair is world image and bring
alliance driven, coalition seeking, Nations.
that
the
us closer to our allies we must send
multilateral policy; into our curIt goes on to proclaim
a true diplomat, a true politician to
rent isolationist position. Through U.N. has "no planning, no system,
United
blessed
with
apparently represent the United States to the
the appointment of Bolton,
no goal, yet
eternal
life.
The
United
Nations United Nations; John R. Bolton is
States foreign policy will not only
but
it
stands
as
one
of
the few not the man for the job.
will currently
continue its current trend,
a
which
international
will
organizations which
also embark upon path
alienate America from our allies, has the ability to restrain the United Nick Lollini is a
freshmanfinance
States, restraint being something major. Sendfeedback and comments
while at the same time undermining Americas influence over world which is sorely needed with the to Nick at lollinin@seattleu.edu
-

-
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Copy Editor
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LETTERS

Seattle University's The Spectator,
I wanted to address something you mention in your editorial
about Terri Schiavo this morning. You've stated that feeding
tubes are oftentimes removed from terminally ill patients.
You're absolutely correct
The problem is that Terri was not terminally ill. In fact, she
was in rather good health. Her own attending physician, Dr.
Gambone, testified in 2002 that her heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
et al were in good condition. While feeding tubes are typically
removed when a patient can no longer handlethe intake offood
and fluids, Tern's was removed solely with the purpose ofending her life. In a healthcare setting, that's not exactly ethical.
As far as starvation and dehydration deaths are concerned,
there is a lot ofclamor in the press about the 'peaceful' nature
ofit This isn't accurate, either. Curtis Harris, MD writes ofthe
medical aspects ofterminal dehydration to include "impaction,
arrhythmias, urinary and vaginal infection, molting of the extremities, depression and hallucination, bronchitis, blood in the
bowel and kidneys, kidney failure and systemic collapse."
If Terri, who was regularly given Tylenol for discomfort
during her menses, had the ability to feel pain, she was truly
put through a ghastly two weeks.
Try to remember that the judge, in violation ofFlorida statute
825.102, ordered thatTerri would not just be denied the service
ofa gastric feeding tube, but wouldalso be denied nutritionand
hydration orally. Can you see the differencebetween this and
removing a respirator from a patient then smothering them
with a pillow because they continue to breathe? I cannot.
I am very sorry for the loss of your step-mother and I can
understandhow her experience has given you some knowledge
on this particular topic. I suspect your step-mother was likely
in a dying process from her illness and could no longer manage food and fluids a circumstance that would make their
removal appropriate. That, however, is not what happened
to Terri Schiavo. Terri was not in a dying process. She was a
healthy, albeit brain-injured young woman.
As she was denied both assisted sustenance and natural
sustenance, left to die of deprivation what we've witnessed is
a murder and absolutely nothing less. Irrespective on anyone's
-

-

-

such misopinion of what Terri may have wanted for
treatment in a healthcare environment is criminal.

Thanks for your time.
Pamela F Hennessy
The Terri Schindler-Schiavo Foundation
Clearwater, Florida
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and civilly, explore what his complex life means for us... not
just as Catholics, not even just as Americans, but as citizens
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questions with the personal respect and they deserve?

Matt Zemek
of a world so incredibly different from the one Karol Wojtyla
SU Class of 1998
faced nearly 27 years ago.
mzemek@hotmail.com
What has struck me in the wake of the pope's passing has
been the intensely political nature of responses toward John Editor:
Paul's papacy. Gay friends of mine have treated the pope's
death with, in their words, "respectful silence."
That nurse was discredited in her testimony. She, Carla
The not-so-subtle meaning is, of course, that ifthey don't Sauer Iyer, made several huge accusations besides saying Terri
have anything nice to say about him, they don't want to say Schiavo was cognitive and communicative with her.
anything at all. I wonder how many women, sexual abuse
1. She was fired from that facility and another one after that
victims, and progressive theologians also feel no desire to say for performance issues.
much of anything about the pope right now.
2. She claimed she caught Michael Schiavo trying to kill
Many ofmy gay friends have said some openly, some in Terri Schaivo with insulin injections, saw needle marks on
a more veiled way that lingering anger over the Vatican's the underside ofher breast, and when she, a LPN serving as
perceived presence in the 2004 presidential election is a core an orderly checked Shiavos blood sugar, it was zero. How a
reason why they feel little if any warmth to John Paul 11. I LPN not assigned as Shiavo's charge nurse was testing blood,
wonder how pervasive this sentiment might be in Blue State why she never contacted anyoneabout her "catching" Michael
America today.
Schiavo trying to murder her, Carla "I'm a liar" Iyer never
At any rate, it gives one pause on so many levels. As an explained to the Court.
observer ofhow JohnPaul, on one hand, took an heroic stand
3. She said Michael Schiavo used to storm around the facilagainst the evils ofWestern-fed modernity while failing to, in ity saying things like "I hate [her]!" "Is [she] Dead Yet???"
other ways, accept and receive certain trends thathave emerged Others interviewed at the facility never heard anything like
in our increasingly complex global village, I can see the rathat and gave Michael Schiavo high marks on his care and
tionale ofboth a traditionalist and a postmodernperspective. devotion saying he was the relative of their nighmares... but
I can see why the Church must necessarily think in terms of the type ofrelative they wished they had ifthey were in need
centuries and not days, yet I can alsorealize that in some cases, of a caregiver.
the servant leaders of the Church need to act like servants,
4. Iyer said that she was the Schindlers "secret contact" at
not power brokers, and actually get the wheels turning more
the facility, giving daily status phone calls.The court found she
quickly in response to an always-changing world.
was not assigned to Schiavo, not briefed on Schiavos condiIn the end, I sincerely hope and pray that JohnPaul JJ's death tion, and the Schindlers had no recollection of ever getting a
as a vehicle for both reflection on his life and on an important call from her.. .nor had used anything from her from 1995 the
transition period in the life of the Church he leaves behind time of these incidents to 2002 when they became aware
will in some way lead us all to de-politicize our discussions ofher allegations.
and speak in more spiritual and ethical terms.
The other nurse who said Terri always talks, laughs, interThe obvious focus of these discussions for many of us is acts like anyone else was Heidi Law, a fervid Right to Life
sexuality, and when we discuss this issue anew, we will simbeliever.
ply have to get past the politicized view from either side of
The autopsy will show a destroyed cortex, making all the
the political spectrum that "they" hate "us," and that having Schindler claims, that lawyer Weller, and the nurses shown
a certain view automatically places a person either inside or to be deliberate lies. Maybe Mary Schindler the mothershould
outside of a truly life-affirming attitude. It is, as my SU psyget a pass as she really could believe her daughter is speaking
chology professor George Kunz famously said, "a matter of to her. But ifthe whole country got cycled by a deceitful video
both-and, not either-or." The Church is certainly behind the andfradulent statements put out by the Schindler family, their
curve in articulating an empathic, person-honoring view of handlers, religious lawyers, doctors and nurses, that were driven
human sexuality, but secular modernity isalso lacking wisdom to prostitute their oaths and professional duties to serve their
in its headlong rush of untraditional families without fully faith... there ought to be hell to pay.
considering its impact on the sustenance or development of
By the way Great article! Google had it featured.
enduring and life-affirming morals.
Regards,
JohnPaul ll's lifeand pontificate defied easy categorization.
Mike Kennedy
Now thathe's no longer with us, can we finally have conversaWaterford, CT
tions that shove aside the politics and engage difficult moral
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Editor:
The biggest and most important thing to take away from
Pope John Paul's passing is the need to urgently, yet patiently

Queen, paparazzi finally warm up to Camilla

Mark Griswold
Staff Columnist
Some folks hate 'em, some folks love 'em, some folks could
care less, but no matter what category one falls into nor what
corner ofthe Earth one lives in, there's no mistaken it, the House
of Windsor, a.k.a. the British Royal Family, has captivated us
with their often times scandalous behavior.

This past weekend another
chapter ofthat story, whichhas
been particularly controversial
for the past 20 or so years, was
written when Prince Charles
wed his long-time lover Camilla Parker Bowles.
The two met over 30 years
ago at a polo match, but when
Charles left for service in the
Royal Navy she married Andrew Parker Bowles.
Charles, of course, married Lady Diana Spencer in
a fairy tale wedding, which
was broadcast to one of the
largest television audiences of
all time. As most people who
have followed the Royals at
all know, despite both being
married, Charles and Camilla
continued to have a romantic
relationship.
Now, many people on both
sides ofthe pond and throughout the world have chosen
to demonize Charles and Camilla, some even going so far as
to blame Diana's tragic death on a royally orchestrated conspiracy.
While I was deeply saddened by Diana's death and felt for
her deeply during her unfortunate marriage to Charles, I have
never considered myself amongst those who demonize Charles
and Camilla. While their lives have not been anywhere near as

difficult as Diana's was, they still had their fair share ofhardship
and heartache to deal with.
If it wasn't for the great works that Diana did while she lived
as a result ofher position in society or the two fine young chaps
thatthe marriage produced, I'd say that it would havebeen better
had none ofit ever happened.
Despite the benefits to the world that that marriage did provide, it wouldhave been better had Camilla and Charles married
30 years ago.
It would have saved many people a lot ofpain. But the clock
can't be turnedback so all that one can hope is that things can be
set as right as possible from this point forward and I am amongst
those who think that has happened with the recent nuptials.
Watching the ceremony and listening to the commentary on
Saturday I was pleased that so many in the British media who
had before sought to vilify this couple were now speaking out
against the tabloids that have ganged up on in the last few weeks
and spoke, as well, to the virtues and good works of Charles
and Camilla.
Many of us may wish we were the once and future king or
queen, attendingfancy parties and dress balls, playing polo and
sailing on the royal yacht, but along with the good comes the
bad and if we learned nothing else from Diana it is that fame
can be extremely difficult.
So I for one, am happy for Chuck and Camy. There's been
enough hardship thrust upon them and they deserve, after 30
years, to live happily ever after and, in the commemorative
words of British poet laureate Andrew Motion, let "the heart
which slips and sidles like a stream.. .breaks loose and revel in
its proper course."
Mark Griswold is a senior internationalstudies major. Send
feedback and comments to Mark at markgriswold@hotmail.com
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SU law clinic takes Corrie CAMPUS VOICE:
versus Caterpillar, Inc. case
by Greg Boudreau

Katie Musselman
Staff Writer

from a bulldozer during a nonviolent
protest her parents, Cindy and Craig
Corrie, have filed suit against Caterpillar, Inc. with the help ofrepresentatives
from Seattle University's human rights
-

Magee, part of Seattle's Graham and
Dunn law firm, explained that, although
Graham and Dunn have not made any
final decisions regarding the case yet,
there are two ways in which they can
respond. Individual complaints have
been filed, so Caterpillar has the option
of answering each complaint individually. Another option, which is most
likely to occur, is
that Caterpillar can

designed to be armored in order to be
used to demolish homes in the Occupied
Territory.
"Rachel is not the first person to die as
a result of a Caterpillar," said Finger.
In fact, prior to this lawsuit many human rights organizations were openly
protesting and working to encourage
CAT to halt the distribution ofits products to the IDF.

"It's undisputed evidence that [Caterpilknown how
lar
the CATs are being
used and they continue to supply them
for that purpose."

"CAT is aiding and abetting war
crimes, and so it can be held accountNations, the Euable for foreseeable consequences of
ropean Union and
has]
those crimes," said Gwynne Skinner, tions to each indieven Caterpillar
shareholders all
adjunct professor at the SU Human vidual complaint.
made clear that it
Rights Law Clinic and primary counsel Filing motions will
on the Corrie case.
allow both sides to
was in violation of
international law
Corrie was killed Mar. 16, 2003, in come to an agreeterRafah, part of the Israeli-occupied
in aiding and abetritory of Palestine. She was a part of a
ting human rights
nonviolent group working to promote
GWYNNE SKINNER, SU ADJUNCT violations.
Palestinian human rights, namely trying
PROFESSOR, PRIMARY COUNSEL
to intercept and end illegal bulldozing of
ON CORRIE CASE
erpillar by the
Palestinian homes by the IsraeliDefense claims in the Israel
Force. She was standing in front of a court systems against the state of Israel, Corries states, "Caterpillar, Inc., had
home belonging to the Nasrallah family the Israeli Defense Ministry and the constructive notice of such violations
when the bulldozer hit.
Israeli Defense Force.
since at least 1989 and likely before,
"On this particular day, the bulldozers
"Her family has been working for the when human rights groups began to
had been approaching buildings all day past two years to seek accountability for publicly condemn the demolitions,
and had even pushed some of the activRachel's killing," said Davida Finger, and beginning in at least 1999, such
ists, but had stopped before they ran a practicing attorney on the case and condemnations were widely circulated
in the international press. In 2000 the
them over," said Skinner. "With Rachel, volunteer at the Seattle University Huthey didn't stop; and this came just a man Rights Law Clinic. "The lawsuit U.N. Committee Against Torture
few minutes after the drivers received is a last resort. It is critical that there condemned the policy of demolitions;
a directive to not stop demolishing even is accountability for these foreseeable and in 2001 the European Union did
violations of international law."
if civilians were present."
Although it does not seem that CatAccording to Skinner, Caterpillar
"Nobody wants to file a lawsuit.
not
They've
[the Corries] tried every other
would
be
does
sell
its
erpillar
directly responsible
products unknowingly
for Corrie's death,
to the IDF, and unway and it hasn't worked. They've writthe plaintiffs mainT
der international ten letters, and Caterpillar has refused to
law, corporations meet with them," said Skinner. "This is
tain that Caterpillar
as
was undernotice of
a last resort for them."
The Corries seek damages in an
how the machines
a
a
violations can be amount to be decided in court and inthey provided the
Israeli government
held accountable.
junctive relief, meaning the halt of the
were being used:
"It is undisputdistribution of machinery by Caterpillar
DAVIDA FINGER, ATTORNEY ed evidence that
to commit war
AND VOLUNTEER AT SU'S HUMAN they've [Caterpil"They [the Corries] are wonderful
RIGHTS LAW CLINIC lar] known how people and it's a pleasure representing
that their CATs are them because they are doing this for
rinually demolishes
the right reason. Some people do it for
blocks ofhouses over several days. It's being used to commit violations of international law, and yet they continue to money, but that's really at thebottom of
an ongoing policy," said Skinner.
"This is definitely a tragic event," supply them for that specific purpose," their list," said Skinner.
commented Jim Magee, local lead said Skinner.
The Corries have filed a formal comcouncil for Caterpillar, Inc. "However,
plaint against Caterpillar, and now await

"Rachel is not the
first person to die
result of Cater-

pillar."

Should Companies be held responsible
for the usage of their products?

"Companies should not be held responsible for the events that happen with their
products post-purchase."

Corey Ihler,
Senior, Finance

"If that were true,

consumers would have

to petition to prove that they were only
going to use the product for its specific
use and ifthat were true then the consumer process would be slowed, harming
the economy and not actually preventing

people from harming others.

Zinzi Blackbear,
Freshman, Sociology

Diversity book drive a success
Evergreen High School students
unpacked over 300 books donated to
their school library by SU students,
faculty and staff.
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SU sophomore Joseph Seia and
Esperanza Borboa, of the Pastoral
Leadership Program, happily delivered the books last week.

"It was great to see the enthusiasm and excitement in the students
as we delivered the book's," commented Borboa. "The librarian was
thrilled to see young people already
wanting to check out some of the
books. One of the books that was
popular with a couple of the Chicano students was the 'Motorcycle
Diaries.'"
This project gave birth to an
internal book drive that Borboa
believes will become an annual
tradition.
Evergreen's librarian, Ms.
Glasgow, launched a book drive
called "Book Wars" for the month
of March so that Evergreen students could also make donations.
They donated close to 200 books,
making the total number of additions to the Evergreen High School
Library well over 500 books.
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Bonnie Hsueh
Guest Writer
Furthering your education has hit yet
another hurdle, the phasing out of the Perkins Loan; a major asset to the financial aid
program.
"I get loans, grants and scholarships from
the school. There's quite a bit of financial
aid that I receive. I would quit school [if
financial aid were significantly reduced]. I
wouldn't be able to afford it," said Jeffrey
Martinez, sophomore computer science
major.
Martinez claims that without financial
aid, he would have to take out a number of
bank loans.
"I don't like getting too many loans. I
would probably have to take off some time
and work," Martinez added.
The majority of SU students depend on
Federal Work Study and Federal Perkins
Loans, and will feel significant impact in
the 2006-2007 academic year if Congress
continues to slash funds.
The most frightening cut is in the Perkins
Loan program where new federal capital
is being slashed from $100 million to zero
over the next ten years. Overall funding for
the Federal Work Study Program has been
decreased from $ 1 billion to $990 million in
the past three years, according to the Student
Aid Alliance, a coalition that advocates for
financial aid.
Other federal financial aid programs such
as Pell Grant and LEAP have also experienced significant reduction. The Pell Grant
Program's maximum scholarship money
has been frozen at $4,050 for three years,
despite annual inflation and tuition increase.
LEAP, the primary funding for states to assist low-income students, has fallen to $66
million from $68 million. Seattle University
students from Washington State residents
are already feeling the squeeze.

"The budget proposed by President Bush
and still in the House being debated cuts
education 10 percent total. If you look at
all agencies in the government, education is
taking one of the hardest hits if it's not the
hardest," said Jim White, directorofStudent
Financial Services of Seattle University.
Cutting funding will force some students
to postpone their college education and/or
give up post-college education if they do
not want to carry the burden of expensive
loans. However, many will still choose to
finish their college education.
Czarina Nicolas, sophomore English
major, also largely depends on financial aid
from different sources. She said she will
try to come up with the money because her
parents want her to complete her college
education.
The Bush Administration, while trying
to eliminate federal financial aid programs,
has proposed to increase the maximum Pell
Grant by $500, from $4,050 to $4,550, and
provide a pittance of $100 to the needy
students per year.
"The budget plan, really, is robbing the
Work Study program and the Perkins Loans
program to support the Pell Grant program's
increase. However, $500 increase in the Pell
Grant program is not enough, for students
particularly at Seattle University," White
commented.
White said two possible solutions will
have to be considered if the school keeps
receiving less money from the Federal
government: either the school provides
more money to help students, which diminishes other funding to support academic or
otherprograms, or students who depend on
federal financial aid programs have to get
loans from banks, which have much higher
interest rates.
Among nearly 3,000 undergraduate students at SU who receive financial aid in the
current academic year, the recipients of the
-

Pell Grants are 1,060. In other words, about
35 percent of students will benefit from the
slight 12 percent increase of aid if President Bush's budget proposal is approved,
whereas the other 65 percent of students will
have almost no federal financial aid.
This hard reality creates a dilemma for
students struggling with finances; many SU
students feel torn between getting a good
education and not being in debt for several
years after graduation.
"It's how much you value your education," said Ashley Abbott, junior biology
major. "I value education a whole lot so I'm
willing to deal with paying off tons of loans
after I get out of school.. .1 am not going to
let money and loans slow me down."
"I get scared when thinking of how I am
going to pay off all loans, but everyone does
it. It's the only way that most people go
through school. Unless you're fortunate to
be well-off or rich, how else are you going
to get through school?" Abbott added.
However, the school does understand
students' situation. More importantly, they
are trying to help students.
According to White, Seattle University
works closely with several organizations
such as National Association of Independent
Colleges, trying to educate the Congress
about the consequences of these financial
changes on students.
"Congress listens to the students and
parents. The ideal is to get as many students
as we can to contact their congregational
delegates. We really encourage students to
do that and let the Congress know the Federal Financial Aid is very important to them
and they think they are not funded enough,"
White said.
Right now, the bills that will determine
funding for education have not yet been
finalized. According to White, students at
SU who want their voice to be heard can
still act upon this issue.

Be educated about your education.
Check out thefacts on fin an rial aid
and paying for school.
»

$33 billion a year is distributed

by the Department of Education to post-secondary school
students for financial aid.
»

»

»

•

»

•

President Bush increased the
maximum amount of money
given to students through Pell
Grants from $4,050 to $4,550 for
the 2006 academic year.
On average, students can be
expected to pay over $120,000 in
tuition costs over four years at a
private university.

If you are a freshman at Seattle
University and tuition continues
to climb about 7% every year
(like it will next year), you may
have to pay over $ 10,000 per
quarter by the time you're a
senior.
The federal Perkins Loan program will be phased out over
the next 10 years. New federal
capital is being slashed from
$100 million to $0.
Overall funding for the Federal
Work Study Program has been
decreased from $1 billion to $990
million in the past three years.
LEAP, the primary funding
for states to assist low-income
students, has fallen from $68
million to $66 million.

SU responds to Tent City 3 learning experience
cording to Reed, what students
discovered battled some of their
stereotypes, especially about who
Overall participation in Tent City gives money.
"Surprisingly, most of the 'eye3 events was in the hundreds. For
was from people who
balling'
the
of
very
presence
students,
many
the mobile community on campus had something," said Reed. "The
people who were more down-andaltered their awareness and percepout were the people willing to
tions of homelessness.
Professor Ed Reed, who taught help. One student got five dollars
from a guy who looked like he was
two Poverty in America courses
last quarter, took one of his classes worse off than him."
Such exercises in awareness of
on an educational tour of TC3. According to Reed, the purpose of the poverty and homelessness were
tour was to give students an idea of conducted widespread around
campus in the month of Februhow people become homeless.
"The major problem we face ary.
Joe Orlando, director of Jesuit
in society is ignorance," said
and Mission and TC3 coIdentity
Reed. "I wanted to have students
called February "an
ordinator,
meet the people living in Tent
month of service and
exceptional
become
City, and learn how they
learning."
homeless."
In just one TC3 event, "ConWhat Reed heard back from students was that they were surprised
at how residents were intelligent
and rule-abiding, and that some
was
students really felt the sense of
a
community withinTC3.
Reed also asked that his students
panhandle.
"I told them I had to go to
the hospital, and if they didn't
panhandle, [a dean] was going to versation with TC Residents," an
estimated 225 students attended.
lecture," he said jokingly.
Though the results of sociology
Most of his students opted to
panhandle, making sure to give professor Ruth White's student
the money they received away survey were recently tabulated,
to people who really needed it findings won't be released until
an upcoming conference.
at the end of the exercise. Ac-

Julian Hunt
Staff Writer

"It seemed like
SU
trying to
show what so-

cially responsible
school it is."

But some of the preliminary trust of the community," Kim
participation numbers speak for added.
themselves. The total number of
"I had biases of some sort and
volunteers who participated in the many of them were proven wrong.
move-in and move-out, making of I'm glad I went," one anonymous
sack lunches and helping with spestudent replied to a survey question
cial events, like card game nights,
was approximately 638.
Some other services SU provided to TC3 residents were the law
clinic and the health desk. About
40 percent of camp residents
took part in the legal assistance
programs.
on the benefits of hosting TC3.
A report from the nursing stuOf course, not all students
dent-run health clinic, "Healthcare
recorded
welcomed
their new disposed
Communities,"
servin
members
of
TC3
and
the
One Campion Hall
neighbors.
82
ing
SU community. However, some resident harassed TC3 residents
clients, students and faculty vis- for four consecutive nights by
ited the health clinic more than shining a spotlight onto the tennis courts. Some tennis players
once.
According to nursing school felt slighted by the university's
lecturer Kimberley White, the goal choice to impede on their courts.
of the health desk was to provide A few students believed SU had
residents with intervening and ulterior motives for hosting TC3.
preventative health care, including The presence of TC3 residents
blood pressure screenings, oral at the Campion Ballroom Super
Bowl viewing made at least one
hygiene and even foot care.
In the words of Kim, nursing student uncomfortable.
students' work "involved all three
John Geyer, juniorbiology malevels of prevention: primary, jor, tried to volunteer for TC3-resecondary and tertiary." Foot lated activities, but was told there
washings and nail clippings were was no need at the time. Geyer
also felt SU might not have an alsupplied along with over-thecounter medicines.
truistic agenda for hosting TC3.
"The involvement from resi"It seemed like SU was trying to
dents grew weekly as the nurses show what a socially responsible
and nursing students gained the school it is. I mean, it was so short.

"I had biases of
some sort and
many of them were
proven wrong/
.

It was cool we supported [TC3],
but it was so short."
SU is the first university to host
a tent city.
"USC is in the ghetto, Rutgers
is in the ghetto, Georgetown is in
the ghetto. All these universities
had an opportunity to do this, but
passed it up. You have to give SU
credit for researching this and
going ahead and doing it," Reed
commented.
Reed went on and said, "I think
SU shortened TC3's stay to feel
it out. And despite the shortness,
I think the important thing is that
SU really kept the issue out in the
light. Tent City has never received
so much publicity."
Russell, a TC3 resident, felt
TC3 was successful for similar
reasons.
"For the first time we had a
bona fide, legitimate cover from
the media. It's the first time we've
had media relations."
Besides ongoing reporting from
The Spectator, SU's hosting of
TC3 received coverage from The
Seattle Times, KCTS and The Seattle Weekly, among others.
However, the stated reason for
hosting Tent City 3 came out of the
university's desire to give the SU
community a deeper understanding of homelessness, and provide
students direct and compelling
educational and service learning
opportunities.
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ASSU gets competitive
Enforcement of dorm
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alcohol policy: individual
or inconsistent?
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
When it comes to the enforcement of the
alcohol policy in the SU residence halls,
the three-strikes-you're-out-rule does not
necessarily apply.
"I know a lot of people who have been
written up multiple times; five or six times
and they are still living here," said Mark
Garcia-Prats, sophomore English major
who has been documented three times for
alcohol violations.
According to the Code of Student Conduct, when a resident has been found to
have violated the alcohol policy, he or she
that is a letter
receives a judicial warning
—

"lirst and foremost, we
don't want to be asking
students to leave the
residence halls."
,

Scott Smith, director of housing
and residence life

explaining the details of the violation. The
student is also required to pay $75 and take
an online alcohol responsibility course.
If that same student commits a second
violation, he or she moves up a rung and is
placed under "probation status." The student
might then be referred to an off-campus
counseling center.
However, despite what most students
think, a third violation does not always mean
a resident will automatically lose housing
privileges.
As Scott Smith, director of Housing and
Residence Life explained, the administration takes into consideration different factors in assessing whether or not a repeat offender should be suspended from university
housing.
"First and foremost, we don't want to be
asking students to leave the residence halls,"
Smith said.
Rather, in an attempt to depart from
typical alcohol regulation efforts, Seattle
University Housing and Residence Life
administration has adopted more creative
and educational sanctions by implementing
an individual approach to the problem of
alcohol in on-campus living facilities.
Following the procedure, a residence hall
director or Smith himself, who acts as the
judicial coordinator, generally determines
the appropriate sanctions for an offender.
As a result, alcohol-related sanctions have
evolved to include activities such as writing
a three-page essay, attending a campus event
or creating signs for finals week.
"The point of all of our sanctions is that
students learn something. If I have them
make a bulletin board it is not to make them
do busy work; it's to make them really think
and hopefully grow from the experience,"
Erin Engelhardt, residence hall director at
Xavier said.
The consumption of alcoholic beverages
in student housing facilities is permitted
only in compliance with Washington state
and federal laws.
The Housing and Residence Life alcohol
policy prohibits any student, regardless of
age, from possessing empty alcohol containers in his or her room.
The policy also prohibits students under
21 from possessing, consuming, furnishing,
manufacturing, selling, exchanging or dis-

tributing alcohol, as well as from participating in events where alcohol is being served.
But, students who are of legal drinking age
are allowed to consume alcohol responsibly
in the privacy of their room.
In the past two years, Housing and Residence Life has documented an average of
100 alcohol violations per quarter. So far
this year, reports indicate 205 alcohol-related violations
including repeat offendwith Campionresidence hall showing
ers
the highest incidence, 116.
According to the American Medical
Association, studies show that one-third
of American colleges have a majority of
students who engage in high-risk drinking
consuming four to five or more drinks in
a row. On universities where more than half
of the students drink to excess, 87 percent
of students who live on campus experience one or more problems resulting from
alcohol abuse.
For Smith, the case-by-case sanction
approach aims to foster individual responsibility, while responding to each student's
need.
"There are so many different ways to violate the alcohol policy and so many different
scenarios: Is it one person with one beer or
16 people in a room with three beers? As
we start to get in all the various situations,
students have asked good questions such as
'does the alcohol course make sense to my
particular situation?'" he said.
"Maybe there are some situations when
the alcohol course isn't the appropriate sanction and designing a bulletin board is a better
idea. We try to make sure that whatever the
sanction is, it reflects the behavior that the
students were doing," Smith added.
However, some SU residents are questioning whether or not the case-by-case
sanctions are fair and if they may lead to
disciplinary inconsistencies.
"Ifthey're going to pass a rule make it the
same for everybody," freshman Kimberlee
Tom, a Bellarmine resident, said. "They
should be consistent if they're going to
have rules. Obviously, people are going to
say 'Oh, okay let me get off the hook this
time.'"
Smith is the first to recognize that possibility.
"The more individual freedom we give to
the hall directors with sanctions, I think that
there is a potential for the inconsistencies
about why is my sanction different from the
other," Smith said.
—

—

—

"If they're going to pass

a rule, make it the same

for everybody."
KJMBERLEE TOM. FRESHMAN BELLARMINE HALL RESIDENT
Still, others believe the individual sanctions provide a better strategy for helping
students.
Resident Assistant Holly Allar, sophomore English major, says that there is a
difference between institutions that are very
strict and consistent with their policies and
sanctions, and those who care about their
students.
"I don't see how giving specific sanctions
violate our procedure in any way. We can be
consistent as we want and say 'this is exactly
what's going to happen' and have students
making the same mistakes because they're
not learning," Allar said.

Photo submitted by Leeds Main

Voting for ASSU began Tuesday morning and ends tonight at
six. ASSU advisors and the elections commission have called
this current campaign the most aggressive ever. Complaints
have been launched regarding campaign violations and will
be addressed next week. (Above) Chalk plastered the campus
sidewalks until rain washed candidates' propaganda away.

Pope's legacy remembered
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
Those in attendance of "The Pope's

Contributions," the title for last week's
Soup with Substance, learned some of the
positive changes Pope John Paul II made
during his time as Pope, as well as some
of his short-comings.
The tone was casual as Dan Moriarty,
social justice minister of Campus Ministry, led the discussion. He began by asking that attendees speak about what they
felt were the Pope's contributions to the
world. Many people commented on the
Pope's strong stance against the current
war in Iraq.
"He did make increasingly clear the
challenges of just war doctrine that current
wars have to follow. He was always prophetic that there would be a heavy burden
on those who didn't choose a peaceful
option," explained Moriarty.
Others focused on his outreach to Africa
and the Middle East, as well as his concern
for children everywhere.
"He reached out to the youth of the
world. The youth are the hope of the
future, the youth of the church...l felt
that I had a connection with him even
though there are 1.2 billion Catholics,"
stated Aimee Khuu, sophomore political
science major.
One major contribution that the Pope
made was his attempt to unite different religious parts of the world. He was
the first pope to visit a synagogue and a
mosque.
However, not everyone appreciated
his progressive ideas, which sometimes
caused internal division within the
church.
Pope John Paul II was the first pope
to take a strong stance against the death
penalty. While the Catholic Church has
always had the stance that the death penalty should be rare, it was after a visit from
Sister Helen Prejean that the Pope became

passionately against it.
The Pope also seriously looked at the
idea of preferential treatment of the poor.
He reminded the people of the Church that
social teaching was not something extra,
but rather a part of the Church's core.
Moriarty pointed out that the Pope's
death fell very close to the anniversary
of Archbishop Oscar Romero's assassination.
The Pope was not fond of Romero.
"Romero had the same messages of
hope and faith [as the Pope] but he was
accused of being a Marxist," commented
Moriarty. This accusations, Moriarty
pointed out, wer completely false.
The Pope was firmly against communism and it was that stance that allowed
him to, in a way, ignore the pleas of
Romero for help.
"This was where the Pope was lacking
by not seeing what was happening in
Latin America," said Moriarty.
Moriarty continued by telling the story
of when Romero went to the Vatican to
visitthe Pope, but the Pope made Romero
wait many days before he eventually saw
him. But when Romero showed the Pope
pictures of murdered priests from El Salvador, the Pope only asked, "Well, were
they Communists?"
However, after Romero's death the Pope
called him a martyr, and several years later
even visited Romero's tomb.
"It was very interesting his world view
on economic justice. I knew about his critique on Marxism, but I didn't know how
strong it was," Khuu commented.
A final point that Moriarty made about the
Pope's contributions was his beliefs on human labor. The Pope believed that workers
should be paid fairly and that the Church
should call attention to the violations of
workers dignity around the world.
-

-

For more information about the Pope and
his contributions and views on different issues visit www.educationforjustice.org.

CORRECTIONS:
In the two-page spread honoring the death of the Pope ("Pope John Paul II: a man
of worldly means," pages 4-5), the timeline information was not cited. It was taken
from http://www.usccb.org/pope/index.htm, and is copyrighted material from
L'Osservatore Romano.

Also, in the same story, the name of SU's president was misspelled. It is Stephen
Sundborg, not Steven Sundborg.

News
Feminist for Life confronts
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Megan Peter

Staff Writer
Feminism and anti-abortion are not
considered to be synonymous and are often seen as polar opposites. But for Sally
Winn, vice-president of the Feminist for
Life organization, the two should not be
on opposite ends of the spectrum.
Speaking at an event sponsored by
organizations both on and off campus,
Winn drew a large audience from all
over the community. There were also
numerous students from other colleges,
including the University of Washington
and Western Washington University.
"I am trying to get a Feminist for Life
group started on our campus, so I came
tonight to hear the talk and show my
support," Lindsay Stockton, a senior at
Western Washington University, said.
Winn spoke lively and sometimes comically about her life and the lives of the
women who came before her women
who are considered to be the front-runners of the feminist movement.
Two women, who were part of the
first feminist movement Winn spoke of,
were Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton. It wasn't until Anthony
and Stanton attended an abolitionist
convention in England that they realized something needed to be done about
women's rights.
"These women were fighting for the
rights to free slaves but were treated as
second class citizens themselves," Winn
-

commented.

ideas," explained Winn.
She wants to start this change on college campuses because as she stated,
one in five college students has had an
abortion. Also, most colleges do not offer equal services to students who are
parents.
Winn used an example of Yale's student health plan which will cover as
many abortions a student might have but
does not offerany services for those that
become pregnant.
She also knows about the lack of
services for students with children firsthand because she became pregnant her
junior year of college.
"My grandmother was paying for my
education so there wasn't the worry of
what would happen to my financial support ifI took time off from school. I was
living off campus so I was not going to
be kicked out because I was pregnant,"
she explained. "I thought, 'I guess I
don't have a compelling reason to have
an abortion.'"
Winn and the Feminist for Life organization realizes that not everyone is
as fortunate and that is why they hold
forums at different college campuses in
order to discuss services for pregnant
students on campus and what can be done
to enhance them.
"When we come onto a campus we
genuinely want to affect changes on
campus so that pregnant students and
parent students have the same services as
non-parent students," Winn said.
The first college the organization

At this time in history women could
not vote, own property or go to college.
This began to change with the help of
Anthony, Stanton and others including
Sarah Norton, who was the first woman
to attend a university and Elizabeth
Blackwell, who was the first woman to
get her MD.
While these women supported equal
treatment, they were not pro-abortion.
An example of this, as Winn pointed out,
is Alice Paul the author of the Equal
Rights Amendment. Paul became upset
that the document was being opposed
because it was being associated with
abortion.
Winn would like to see that idea
change and factors that lead women
to have abortions eliminated. The two
factors Winn discussed as reasons why
women have abortions involve the lack
of emotional support and financial inadequecies.
"We need to be empowering women
and offering holistic, women centered
-

worked with was Georgetown University
in Washington D.C. Now, the daycare
center on campus has grown so large
that a bigger facility is being built for the
program. There is also off campus housing available for students who are parents
and a townhouse that was donated to the
school specifically for the use of students
who are parents but want to continue
their education.
Winn also believes those on both
sides of abortion rights need to work
together.
"If we work together we can systematically eliminate the factors that lead to
abortions," she said.
This idea resounded in the mind of
Hana Truscott, senior theology and environmental studies major.
"I really appreciate Feminist for Life
making a change for women and it can't
happen without systemic reform." Truscott commented. "I like the idea ofmerging the pro-life and pro-choice together
to cover more ground."

Tues., April 5

Harassment
At 10:20 p.m., a student walking on the
mall contacted a P.S. officer on patrol
and reported an unknown male had contacted her in the Student Center and asked
a number of inappropriate questions (about
choosing a husband, how pretty she was,
etc). P.S. officers escorted the student to her
resident hall and did an area search of the
campus, but the suspect was not located.
The next day, P.S. staff spotted a person
matching the description coming on campus. The male was identified and given a
trespass warning.

Trespass
At 11 p.m., P.S. staff on patrol received a
report of someone in the bushes on the west
side of the USB building. P.S. staff found
a male urinating in the bushes. The male
not associated with SU was identified,
given a trespass warning and escorted off
campus.
-

-

Thurs., April 7
Safety Assist
At 3:15 a.m., a man who was not associated
with SU contacted P.S. officers on patrol.
He described himself as the roommate of a
female SU law student and explained that
his roommate had not come home from
studying in the law school. P.S. officers
identified the male and searched the School
of Law, Lemieux Library and other areas,
and did not come across the female student.
The missing student then called P.S. at the
School of Law at about 10 a.m., advising
she stayed with friends and was fine.

Fri., April 8
Malicious Mischief
At 8:50 p.m., a student reported someone
had let the air out of her vehicle tire. The
student took her vehicle to a garage to
check the tire as it has happened before.

Irted

that someone pulled a woman's
oom stall door off its hinges.

lCal ASSISt

50 p.m., a student requested P.S. transhim to a local hospital as he injured his
collar bone while playing rugby in Kent,
WA, that morning. P.S. gave the student a
ride back from the hospital.

Auto Theft
At 9 p.m., a student reported parking his
vehicle on Friday night and returning Saturday evening to find it missing. SPD and
P.S. took a vehicle theft report. P.S. issued
a vehicle theft alert.
Malicious Mischief
10:30 p.m., P.S. staff on patrol found two
telephone receivers were missing from
second and third floor hallway phones in
Bellarmine. P.S. found the telephone receivers in a toilet.
Malicious Mischief
At 10:35 p.m., a student reported that somebody knocked his motorcycle over, which
caused a lot of damage. Note the student
parked the motorcycle in a "No Parking"
area, the sidewalk leading to the Campion
-

Sun., April 10
Medical Assist
At 8:30 p.m., a student from Bellarmine
Hall reported that she cut her leg shaving
and requested an escort to a local hospital.
P.S. escorted the student to a
hospital and provided a
ride home.

Public safety
officers are

involved.

Sat, April 9
Medical Assist
At 9:15 a.m., P.S. staff contacted SFD because a transient person needed medical attention. The person was lying on the north
Campion Hall lawn and sidewalk. SFD
transported the male to a local hospital.
Malicious Mischief
At 2:30 p.m., a janitorial staff member

caught up in

school
elections too.

public safety

Pigott re-opens after $2.5 million renovation
Pigott Auditorium
reopened Apr. 4 after
a six-month, $2.5 million renovation. Fr.
Stephen Sundborg
(right) spoke at the
unveiling.
The new auditorium is completely
revamped. It has
new seats; a sophisticated audio-video
Photos by Joey Anchondo
system; a backstage
dressing room; air conditioning; and upgraded lighting. Part of the
new state-of-the-art acoustics includes a ceiling made up of wooden panels arranged to enhance sound.
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Group supports
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
There has been constant attention on
the war in Iraq since it first began. Often
times, the attention focused on the actual
fighting occurring and the political leaders
involved. But what about the people who
are fighting? What about their loved ones
who are left at home?
The Counseling Center has started a
group for those whose loved ones are overseas or have recently been overseas. The
idea for the group came from the students
who had gone to the Counseling Center.
"Several of us have
seen people who have family
members who are deployed.
They talk about the fact that
on the bases there are family support groups that are
helpful and how alienated
they feel here because there
isn't that support," explained
Rochelle Coffey, a counselor
and one of the coordinators
of the group.
Although the group
has only met twice, it has
quickly become apparent
that it is more than just a
support group. It is an educational experience for those
in the group because they
learn about the different stages
of deployment and the daily
lives of those in combat.
"So for some people their family
member was arriving home and for others
their family members had just left, for others their family member had not yet left.
Some people were not from the military,
they really didn't know that much about the
military," explained Coffey.
The support group has also been
educationalbecause people who were more
experienced with the military were able to
explain different things to those who were
less familiar with the process. For instance,
some group members explained how to get
an ID to be identified as a military spouse
or family member.
Coffey also noted that even though
some people were more experienced with
the procedure, it added to the support the
group provided.
"I think that it is always exciting to
have people at different levels of the experience who can offer wisdom about what
they went through, so it is empowering for
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relatives of overseas soldiers

Coffey pointed out that while there
are many jobs that separate loved ones an
other jobs that involve risking one's life,
having someone deployed into war combines both aspects.
"The thing about having a loved
one deployed is that it is all of those at
once. So you have someone who is away
in danger, and there are political ramifications to their involvement as well," Coffe;
commented.
One of the students who is part of
the group is Lindsey Nelson, sophomore
criminal justice major with an emphasis
in forensic psychology. Her long term

Lindsey Nelson, sophomore criminal justice major,
reunites with her boyfriend Sergeant Virgil March, who
just returned from Iraq.
no easy way to say it, it's tough.
I try not to watch the news, it's
depressing and sad. You learn
not to do it, you just don't want
to hear about it because it keeps
you on edge and that's not a good
way to deal with it. I have found
Photos by Becky Lawrence
a lot ofcomfort in writing letters
and sending care packages, that
helps a lot," she explained.
deployed to Iraq this past October. He
To deal with her stress and anxiety,
would have been there until this upcoming
Nelson sought refuge in her friends. She
October if it had not been for an injury he
had been with her best friend when she first
had sustained in January.
noticed the flyer for the "Loved Ones of
Luckily for Nelson and the rest of
Seas" support group. The group has given
March's loved ones, he was not seriously
Nelson the opportunity to meet people who
injured. He was sent back to the United
are in the same situation she is.
States, where he will stay until June at
"It's really nice knowing that there
which point he will be reevaluated to see if
are people in this community dealing with
he is deployable.
the same thing. I talk to people online
"He would be okay with going back,
and on military forums, but it's not the
I have my own personal feelings. I don't
same. So it's really nice to have a group
want him to, for selfish reasons, but he
right here, you make friends. It's nice to
could go back, it's very uncertain. He
have met people who are understanding,
signed up for it and that's what he loves,"
who've been there, will be there and are in
explained Nelson.
the same shoes as you," she said.
Having March back at Fort Lewis for
As part of the group's goals, memthe time does not make Nelson forget the
bers plan to organize different activities to
rest of the time i
they had
n separated
how difficu
ad been.
"It was
tough, there is

«:

"It's really nice knowing that
there are people in this community dealing with the same
thing. I talk to people online
and on military forums, but
it's not the same. So it's really
nice to have a group right
here, you make friends. It's
nice to have met people who
are understanding, who've
been there, will be there and
are in the same shoes as you."
Lindsey Nelson,

The

sophomore criminal
justice major

support troops.
"I know there was some energy in the
group to do some activities that would be
supportive of troops. That would certainly
cut across political lines and how people
felt about the war, but just be supportive
of the troops. It seems like something
that people could certainly benefit from,"
expressed Coffey.
No matter what stage of deployment
a loved one might be at, Coffey advises
just talking to those around you about what
is going on with your life because many
people in community might not be aware of

what is happening.
"I think there are a lot of people
on this campus who do have loved ones
deployed and have not been acknowledging
that there are other people. This group is a
really good, safe place to get some support," Coffey said.
The group meets the first and third
Friday of every month from 4 to 6 p.m. in
the Reidy Collegium. The meetings will
continue until the end of the school year,
and as long as there is an interest for the
group it will meet during the next school
year.
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Is interracial dating still controversial?
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
"Guess Who" starring Bernie Mac and Ashton
Kutcher has received mixed ratings, which ironically
reflects the way Americans have perceived its theme
throughout history.
Interracial dating has been a touchy subject for as
as
long most of us can remember and remains in some
families a taboo subject.
Kutcher stars in his usual role as a somewhat dimwitted young man trying to woo the heart of Zoe" Saldana.
When the young African-American woman brings him
home to dad for approval, comedic situations ensue.
This twist on the old classic "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner," starring Sidney Poitier and Spencer Tracy,
proves that although interracial dating is a less significant
fear and controversy among Americans today, it still remains an issue.
"'Guess Who' may just be joking about interracial
dating, but I think it shows interracial dating is obviously
still an issue prevalent today," says freshman English major Oriana Kness.
"I don't see anything wrong with interracial dating
personally, and yes I would date someone outside of my
own race."
Six-hundred-twenty never-married sociology undergraduates from East Carolina University participated in a
study expressing their attitudes towards interracial dating.
Almost a fourth of the students reported having dated
interracially in the past, and almost half expressed an openness to the idea of being in a mixed ethnicity relationship.
African-Americans, cohabitants and those previously
interracial
relationship expressed more openness than
an
in
others at the idea.
"Our culture is one of the most accepting cultures
out there today," says sophomore communications studies
major Vincent Piha.
"I have been in an interracial/intercultural relationship, and I felt really shunned at times by her family. It
took them a long time to get used to me, I really had to

earn their respect. Although it was hard, our relationship
may not have been possible in any other country."
East Carolina University researchers went on to

speculate that blacks were two times more likely than
whites to be open to interracial dating.
They concluded that it was easier for the black community to join in the white mainstream than vice-versa.
Only 32 percent of those who have never dated outside of
their race were open to that kind of relationship.
"I don't look down upon it," says freshman business
major Travis Samson. "I'm not really attracted to women
of different races, but I wouldn't not date them just because
of their race."

Photo by Meyling Siu-Miranda

racist for supporting such an institution.
Many conservative politicians have used the Bob
Jones University as a stopping place on the campaign
trail in the past, and it was only after intense criticism that
university president Bob Jones 111 dropped the rule from
the books.
The University, which dubs itself "The World's Most
Unusual University," has rules on everything from rock
music to skirt lengths. Dating is chaperoned, and, until
2000, denied between races. Its fundamentalist views on
the Bible and anti-Catholic sentiment extends to a wider
world than that of the university.
Bob Jones University implemented its dating policy
five decades earlier, as Jones described on "Larry King
Live," "because we were trying... to enforce something, a
principle that is much greater than this. We stand against
the one world government, against the coming world of the
antichrist."
At a critical point in his interview, Jones stated that
"the principle upon which it was based is very important,
but the rule is not...we can't back it up with a verse from
the Bible."
Such a mentality, although no longer prevalent in the
United States, is still alive in certain areas. Overall, diversity has been embraced, and many of the younger, collegelevel generation has promised to change such mentality
through future leadership.
"Being an American and experiencing such diversity
throughout life helps us become more accepting of other
cultures," Piha says. "In America, anything is possible. If
we had been living in a different country, our relationship
would not have been accepted."

Overall, the study showed that a large majority of

college students were willing to be in an interracial relationship, no matter their gender, race or year.
This study concluded that interracial dating is now
part of the college experience. Less than five percent of
all marriages in the United States are interracial, but with
the increased amounts of minorities entering college it has
become more common.
The Bob Jones University in South Carolina went
under extreme scrutiny in 2000 for its policy forbidding interracial dating. The fundamentalist Christian college was
visited by George W. Bush on his 2000 campaign trail, and
it brought up allegations that President Bush may in fact be

'"Guess Who'may just be joking about interracial dating,
but I think it shows interracial
dating is obviously still an issue prevalent today"
Freshman

English

major

Oriana Kness

Students will present research in conference
ence have further ambitions. Twenty-five SU students,
including Voss and Wells, are flying to West Virginia in
late April. They are to present in the National Conferences
on Undergraduate Research. SU supports these students by
assuming all costs for attending.
The SU Undergraduate Research Conference is to
provide practice for students going to the NCUR. This is
one of the biggest national conferences for students from
every school and every discipline with more than 4,000
students attending every year.
Yet, unlike SU, not all schools are willing to fully
sponsor their students to attend this conference because of

Bonnie Hsueh
Staff Writer
What's your favorite research project? Do you want
to share it with more people?
Now you can! As an undergraduate at Seattle University, you have the opportunity to show your intellectual
achievement to fellow students and professors. More
importantly, not only does the SU community want you to
share, but it also wants to celebrate your work.
The Seattle University Undergraduate Research Conference, hosted by the SU Research Association, invites
undergraduate students to present their scholarly works
every spring.
"It fosters scholarship and lets students know that
their faculty is doing more than teaching classes, and
students can do something more than taking notes," said
biology Professor Daniel Smith, who is involved in hosting
this conference.
This year, students who are attending this conference
come from all disciplines including philosophy, history,
English, chemistry, biology, physics and mathematics
among others..According to Smith, as long as the research
paper involved extra work beyond the scope of the class
and the guidance of a faculty member, it qualifies for the
conference.
"I hope this conference will give me a leg up for both
admittance to and success in graduate school. Already, I
have learned and grown by working with my advisor on
this paper, and presenting it before a panel means preparing both a broad and a specific knowledge base in my
subject," said Mary Emily Wells, senior English and philosophy major, who will be presenting her research paper
titled "Bearers of the Paradox: On the Possibility of the
Apostolic Calling in Kierkegaardian Thought."
"This experience is one of the highlights ofmy
education at SU as it has encouraged me to invest myself
in my studies in a deeper way," she added.

Photo by Joey Anchondo

Smith said that among the nearly 50 students who
will attend the conference, there is a percentage of students, like Mary Emily Wells, interested in going to graduate school. This conference provides them a sense of what
it is like in graduate school: going to conferences, knowing
how to present, being able to speak on their feet and argue
their point appropriately, interpret their data, as well as
having a deep understanding of their field.
Smith added that students who are not planning to go
to graduate school will also be presenting. This on-campus
conference will allow students to learn how to give good
presentations and improve their communication skills.
"I think the conference is a really good opportunity
for undergraduate students to establish a record of their
scholarly work and get practice making academic presentations, so they can see if it is something they enjoy," said
Julia Voss, senior history major, who attended last year and
is going to present her project "Turpin: Warrior Prelate"
this year.
"It's interesting to go to as well, for students who
aren't presenting, so that they can see what the other half
of their teachers'job is like and to see what their classmates are working on," Voss stated.
Roughly half of the students presenting in the confer-

its cost.
"SU has the vision. It understands the importance of
the NCUR. It trains our students at the undergraduate level
to become scholars. Also, by meeting students from other
institutions in a national conference, our students can learn
a lot," said history Professor Kan Liang, who is in charge
of both on-campus and national conferences.
This significant investment by the SU leadership is
greatly appreciated by Liang. According to him, this year,
SU has the largest number of students ever to go to the
NCUR, costing the school more than $20,000. This support reflects one of the school's deepest values —placing
students at the center of SU efforts.
Camille Bretz, senior biology major, is very excited
about going to both conferences. Her research project
focuses on "proteins responsible for the proliferation of the
Human Herpes Virus 8," also known as Kaposi's Sarcoma,
which is a cancerous herpes virus often associated with the
AIDS virus.
"I plan to work in research and the only way people
can hear about your research is through publications and
presentations, which I intend to get comfortable doing,"
Bretz said. Going to these two conferences will give her
the opportunity to gain real-world experience.
Any SU undergraduate can enjoy these academic
benefits. The Undergraduate Research Conference is taking place in the Casey Building tomorrow Friday April 15
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Softball squad slams Saint Martin's, rebounds against CWU
SU had their chances throughout the rest
of the game. SeniorLiz Meyer singled up the
middle before Purdy nailed a double down
the left field line. Junior Marjenla Santos then
singled up the middle with runners in scoring
position. Meyer scored but Purdy was thrown
out at the plate, ending the inning.
In their next at bat, senior Krystal Duncan
homered, bringing the Redhawks within
one run. Despite the late-game rally, CWU's
three-run first inning held up.
In the second game, the Redhawks rebounded with a convincing 7-1 win.
Their bats continued connecting with the
ball. Ledbetter, Meyer, Purdy and Duncan all
had two hits in the game.
"Our hitting is really coming around,"
Powers said in reference to the squad's seven
runs. "We're getting there."
Freshman Erin Martin pitched a complete
game, running her record on the season to
9-5.
"Erin Martin has great control and doesn't
get rattled whatsoever," Powers said. "As
long as we play good defense behind her, we
won't lose many games."
As the season approaches its end, Powers
and his girls know they are in prime position
to qualify for regionals. They're justtrying to
keep the momentum that began on the hotel
floor in Modesto.
"We're peaking at the right time. This team
is really coming together," Powers said. "We
know what we need to do. Our chemistry is
there, and I think the right people will step

Nick McCarvel
Staff Writer
Things didn't happen the way the teammembers wanted them to on the first Friday
night of spring quarter.
The Softball crew was in Modesto, California for the Easton Tournament ofChampions
and the day had been a rough one. The Redhawks had lost both theirgames and had seen
their season record slip 11-11.
Topping off the disasterous day, half the
squad slept on a hard floor because the hotel
hadn't saved enough rooms to accommodate
the entire team.
"Everyone was exhausted," freshman
Lindsey Aucutt said. "We were tense and
anxious. It was horrible."
That night, however, now seems worlds
away for the Redhawks.
Two weeks later the team has cleaned up
their act, playing an impressive 7-2 record
since that wretched day in California and
putting itself in prime position to qualify for
the west regional tournament in the middle
of May.
"We're right where we want to be," head
coach Dan Powers said.
The Redhawks have worked hard to get
to where they are and the road hasn't been
easy to an 18-13 overall and 9-5 conference
(GNAC) record.
The day after their losses, the Redhawks
downed two nationally ranked teams in the
Modesto tournament, defeating Chico State
and San Francisco State. They followed-up
that performance on Sunday by winning two
more and finishing second in the tournament.
"California was awesome, we really needed
that," Powers said.

Photo by Becky

Lawrence

Stephanie Stone makes contact at Logan Field against SMU.
With renewed confidence in their game and
in each other, SU headed back to Seattle to
meet up with conference cellar-dwellerSaint
Martin's on Apr. 9. The squad survived two
nail biters, downing the Saints 5-4 and 1-0,
respectively.
In game one, SU used strong hitting from
sophomores Amanda Nilles and Katie Ledbetter to get on the board in the fourth inning.
That was followed by a single by Aucutt, and
freshman Brenda Stice finished the inning off
with a single to give Seattle a 4-1 lead.
Katie Rojano, who started for the Redhawks for just the sixth time all year earned
a win with help from teammates Erin Kemper
and Erin Martin on the mound. Martin was
able to earn her first save of the year in the

seventh, and SU escaped with a 5-4 win.
Game two was a defensive battle, with the
Redhawk's infield and Martin holding their
ground to earn a 1-0 win. Freshman Jane
Purdy drove in senior Stephanie Stone in the
fifth inning, assuring their victory.
The following day, the team headed east
to Ellensburg to take on conference foe
Central Washington. The Redhawks dropped
their opening game, falling 3-2, because the
Wildcats converted runs out of some chaotic
pitching from SU starter Erin Kemper.
Kemper had several wild pitches and
walked three. Three runs scored before senior catcher Krystal Duncan bailed Kemper
out of the jam by throwing out two CWU
baserunners.

up."
Seattle takes on Western Oregon on Friday
in a double headers at Logan Field at 2:30
p.m. Then, they drive south to replay WOU
in Oregon on Saturday.

GNAC

Freshman approaching HR record

CONFERENCE

Sotfball
Nick McCarvel
Staff Writer
Jane Purdy sets her dinner tray down and
sits with a sigh. I can tell she is tired. Her
permanently blushed cheeks accent her suntoned skin, and her hooded sweatshirt and
baggy Softball pants seem to keep her warm
and comfortable. She looks up tentatively
and says, "So what's this all about?"
'All this,' as Purdy simply puts, is kind of
a big deal. However, the Missoula, Mont,
native won't admit it. She's humble, simple
and mostly quiet. But the softball player is
on the brink of something big. Three-fifths
of the way through the season, Purdy is on
her way to breaking the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference single season home run
record. Purdy has bombed 11 balls over the
fence already this year, and her team still has
18 games to play.
Purdy is just one homerun short of tying
the record, and two away from grabbing it
for herself. "It's pretty exciting," Purdy says
between bites. "I guess it would be cool."
The road has been long, very long, for Jane
Purdy. Eighteen months ago she and a high
school friend made a road trip out to the Puget
Sound area for a little college shopping. She
hit up UPS and then a friend dragged her to the
city so the friend could look at Seattle U.
"I wasn't excited about visiting SU," Purdy
exclaims. "Being in the middle of the city kind
of freaked me out."
However, an easy campus tour and lunch
with a friend from home changed her mind
in a hurry.
"I loved it," she says with a smile. "I absolutely loved it. I just knew I had to come
here."
So began Purdy's quest to become a Redhawk. Two months later, the college senior
participated in the first round of the Sullivan

with head
softball coach
Dan Powers.

everything I did, it was totally
nerve racking."
On the fifth day of practice,
Purdy got some good news.
"I made the team!" Purdy
says with a smile. "I wanted to
call everybody I knew, I was

11, and I was
really hoping

OVERALL
W-L

Pet

Strk

1.000

44-1

,978

W32

.800

16-13

.516

W4

.667

10-13

.435

W4
W1

W-L

Pet

Humboldt State

14-0

Central Washington

8-2

Western Washington

4-2

Seattle U.

9-5

.643

18-13

.581

Saint Martin's

2-10

.167

8-22

.267

L3

Western Oregon

2-10

.167

9-27

.250

Lll

Northwest Nazarene

1-11

-083

9-29

-237

L2

Making the team, however,
didn't mean Purdy would get
Individual Leaders
much playing time.
Pitching
Batting
"I just hoped to play a little
this year and next, and then
ERA
Batting Average
start my junior or senior
maybe
with
meeting
Tracy Motzny HSU
.418
0-63
Brandi Harrison HSU
Photo by Kyle Smith Powers didn't year. But as fall ball progressed,
HSU
1.15
.414
JanePurdy-SU
Lizzy Prescott
go as Purdy I was playing really well, and
Kara Roberts HSU
1.38
.400
Lydia Foster WOU
playing a lot."
noped.
HSU
.383
Sarah Withers CWU
1.41
Nancy
Harbeson
As spring season arrived,
"I told her I didn't have any more scholar1.90
Prochaska
WOU
.371
Martin
SU
Erin
Shannon
ship money to give out," Powers says. "But she Purdy had moved up to the top
halfofthe batting order, and the
knew there was the option to walk on."
Wins
Home Runs
So that summer Powers got a chance to coaching staff liked what she
22-1
Purdy
Tracy Motzny HSU
Jane
SU
11
was doing on both offense and
watch Purdy for the first time.
Sutherland
HSU
5
Prescott
HSU
16-0
Lizzy
Megan
"I knew right then and there that this girl defense, where she catches.
Brandi
Harrison
HSU
5
Martin
SU
10-5
Erin
"Jane swings the bat real
could play. There was no question about that,"
Badgley
Sara
CWU
9-6
Jessica Padilla HSU
4
Powers points out. "It just stunned me that no well," coach Powers says. "She
6-5
Sarah Withers CWU
4
Parry Martinez CWU
one recruited her, no one! I told her to come justreally has a great swing and
for
her."
it's working
give us a try.. .she still had to tryout, but I reAfter some early success
ally tiked the way she played."
RBPs
Strikeouts
With the progress of the summer under her in the year at a tournament in
Sara Badgley CWU
132
Jessica Padilla HSU
42
belt, Purdy packed her bags and made the eight California, Purdy started belting
TracyMotzny HSU
Brandi Harrison HSU
35
.117
hour drive from Missoula to Seattle in the first home run after home run.
116
Lizzy Presscott HSU
Megan Sutherland HSU
32
In just the second week of
week of September.
30
Adrian Herman NNU
115
Jane Purdy SU
"I was so nervous," she laughs. "I just was the season, she hit 8 of 18 in six
74
Nancy Harbeson HSU
26
Erin Martin SU
overwhelmed by it all. I had no idea what was games, nailed one triple, two
I
doubles and two home runs.
going to happen."
Obviously the 2004 Montana Gatorade
The first four days of team practice was
Purdy's progression at the plate has earned
more of a feeling-out for the rest of the team. Softball Player of the Year was making a little
her a little more recognition. Over the past
Returning players were getting acquainted bit of a statement.
weekend against Central Washington and Saint
"No one really knew who she was early
with the new freshman on scholarship, and
Martin's she was intentionally walked twice.
the atmosphere was rather relaxed. For Purdy on," freshman teammate Lindsey Aucutt says.
and several other walk ons, however, the days "People justkept pitching to her."
See Purdy page 10
With the season coming closer to the end,
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RUGBY CONVERTS
New club sport
introduces rugby
toSU
Becky Lawrence

StaffPhotographer
In between the echo of voices yelling
"ball," the soft pat of finger tips grabbing
hold of rugby balls can be heard in the Astroturf gym.
Eight Seattle University students are there
at 8 p.m. on Tuesday to practice as a team for
the newest club on campus. Most of them
have never played rugby before.
"I have always watched [rugby] but never
played, my parents never let me. So what better time then college?" says freshman rugby
player Matt Barger.
Rugby is a brutal contact sport from which
American football was derived in 1879. It is
not surprising that a parent did not want their
child to play such a dangerous game.
Many players accept broken bones, black
eyes, bloody lips and swollen knees as part
of the game. Even with such injuries, most
rugby players stay on the pitch, the name of
a rugby field.
Fifteen players assemble on the pitch from
each team with mouth guards and bravery
as their only protection. Players often walk
away from each game with proud bruises in
the shape of cleats on their bodies. The more

the blood, the more the glory, is a popular
saying among rugby players.
"I like to hit things," Tim Corgan says
of the motivations behind his desire
to play rugby. Corgan, like many of
his teammates, played football in high
school and missed the rush of a contact
sport.

Rugby at SU is a new club, so there is
little time commitment. The club pracPhoto by Becky Lawrence
tices three days a week and the members p
right
pursuing
and
to
avoid
Paul Miller erupts from a ruck
runs
hope to be playing a few friendlys, or
recent addition to SU.
scrimmages. Members also hope to earn tackier Kyle Wells. The rugby club is a
a division three status by next year in a
Thin, short players that can run like the
local league, but they say they need more States Military Academy at West Point.
dedicated players to accomplish this goal.
The stereotypical rugby player is a thick, wind are best used as one of the wings, a
With fifteen showing up to practice the new muscular man with a shaved head in shortposition that requires swift players who can
club has a team, yet that number of players
shorts with mud smeared on his face, but that get the ball and run to the try line.
is not sufficient enough for the club to play
The try line is like football's goal line but
stereotype is, as usual, wrong.
against themselves.
"It doesn't matter what size you are, you players must do more than nudge the nose
don't have to be 6 4," Coach Kevin says. of the ball over the line. After the offensive
Rugby is a difficult game to understand,
but is addicting to those who play it.
"Anybody can learn to tackle, anybody can attacker holds the ball and touches it on the
"You get to run, to tackle, to kick, to throw, play."
ground or touches the ball with downward
to call plays, to score. Everyone on the field
The thick, muscular stereotype are only pressure while it is in the goal area or falls
gets to play...it is not like football where one facet of the team. These types are best on the ball and pushes it down so that it is
only two people touch the ball." says Kevin suited for the prop position, in which a big, under their body and over the try line, the
Waizenhofer, the club's coach said.
strong person is needed to lock up with the team scores five points.
There are other ways to score other than by
Coach Waizenhofer went from playing
opponents prop and hold up their hookers.
United
football to rugby while attending the
Ex-soccer players make excellent hookearning a try. Teams can also score a goal by
role
of
the
kicking the ball over the opponents' crossbar
ers for rugby teams, the position
throw
the
ball
into
the
lineout
and
and between the goal posts from the field.
hookeris to
-

win the ball when it is fed into the scrum by
hooking it back with his foot. Strong legs and

graceful feet are the tools of the position.
The scrum consists of eight players from
each team who join together in a huddle, attempting to push the other team backwards
and off the ball. Players must remain attached until the ball comes out, however, if
the ball is at the feet of the hindmost player,
the hooker, they let go, pick the ball up and
continue playing.

Another position is the scrumha\f. Ex-

quarterbacks fit well into this position.
Scrumhalves are responsible for feeding the
ball to the backs after it has been won by
the forwards. They also recycle the ball in
loose play.
Rugby requires many different athletes
with individual skills, and various skill levels.
Seattle University's team is just beginning but
this sport has been around for years.

Breakdown for the confused
Photos by Becky Lawrence

SU Rugby Club Members dive into a ruck, a group of three or
more players with the ball on the ground because the carrier
has been tackled and has placed the ball on the ground.

Purdy Continued from page
-

twice. "I hate being walked. I hate it," Purdy
says with emphasis, pointing a potato chip
toward me. "I love getting the chance to bat,
I don't like when they walk me."
It will take me than just two walks to
slow down Purdy and her quest to grab the
GNAC homerun record.
"She's having an awesome year. A truly
All-American type of season," Powers said.
"She's been a huge asset to our team, and
breaking thatrecord would be an awful big
deal for Seattle U. Softball."
"That record,' as Powers calls it holds a
little more weight than just a stat in a book
somewhere. The current holder is Humboldt
assistant coach Andrea Williams, who
graduated in 2003. Humboldt is a perennial
softball powerhouse in the GNAC, and has
handed the Redhawks five of their 13 losses
this year.
"That would be sweet," Purdy says of
topping Williams' record. "I would go from
being just some weak freshman walk on to

5.6 meters wide.

11
breaking this record that Humboldt

100 meters long from
try line to try line and
70 meters wide. The 50
meter line marks the
half way point of the
field. The goal posts
stand 6.4 meters tall and

has in

my first year. It would be awesome."
But with 18 games to go, coach Powers
says his team is aiming to win 14 of those
games to qualify for regionals.
"I would much rather have regionals,"
Purdy says. "There isn't even an option.
My homerun record would mean nothing
if we didn't make regionals. I want that for
our team so bad."
Purdy stretchesher arms and looks across
the table at me.
"It would be cool ifI broke it if they had
a cigar waiting for me at home," she laughs.
"Now I would love that."
Purdy gives a little grin, imitates smoking
the cigar and gets up from the table. She's
just a simple freshman walk on, but she
has the chance to set the conference home
run record. And that wouldkind of be a big
deal. "Maybe I could get some scholarship
money then," she jokes. Maybe, then. Just
maybe.

ball in the opponent's
in-goal area. This can be done by holding the
ball and touching the ground with it, pressing
down on the ball when it is on the ground, or
falling on the ball.
A penalty kick scores when a team is
penalty, which can be a place kick or
k. The kick must be taken equal to the
re thereferred awarded the penalty.
s: A drop goal is scored by kicking a
a drop kick in open play,
ts: Conversion kicks score when a
player scores a try, takes a kick at the goal. It can
be a place kick or a drop kick. The conversion
kick is taken where the try was scored but parallel
to the touchline.

Rs:

Tackling
A player is tackled when carrying the ball
on the pitch and a defender brings them to the

ground. When a player is tackled, the tackled
player must get rid of the ball immediately.

Scrum
A scrum consists of 8 players from each team.
Each team supplies 3 rows in the scrum. All
players must stay in the scrum until the ball is
played out of it.

Line-out
A line-out is awarded to the team who didn't
cross the touchline when the ball is carried or
kicked out of bounds.

Ruck
Occurs if a tackled player places the ball.on
the ground and one or more players from each
team engage over the ball.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Seattle University

The

Freshman, Political
Science
Fashion Philosophy: "I really don't
go shopping. I just wear what I
have.. .what I get for Christmas."
Favorite Item in His Closet: "My
G-Unit shoes.. .straight gangsta you

know!"
Fashion Faux Pas: "Maroon Seattle University Sweatshirts."
Favorite Color: "Baby blue."
Number of Clothing Items he
owns in Baby Blue: "One."
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Campus Style

Katie Musselman

Andrew Winslow

Spectator
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Style Preference: "I'm eclectic;
I'm kind of a snob when it comes to

Staff Writer

clothes."
Style Advice: "Women's jeans
always fit better, boys!"
What's in his Closet: "I'm a freak
about jeans. I have 25 pairs, but I
only wear like three pairs."

Writng

English/Creatv

Favorite Item of Clothing: "My

underwear."
Trend Gone Wrong: "Trucker hats.
Get over it. We don't need to look
like we are hanging out at a truck
stop. It's a cover up for frat boys'
ratty hair. And baggy jeans that look
like you took a dump. That was

Junior,

over in 1999."

Berg

Justin Miller
Junior, Accounting

Elizabeth

Style Description: "Things that
Fashion philosophy: "I try not
to look like a slob, like I'm doing

something right."
Where he shops: "Wherever I can
get a deal on well made clothes.
But I'm kind of a snob about
clothes. I got this (blazer) on sale at
Club Monaco and the sweater from
Banana Republic."
Fashion Pet Peeve: "Girls that
wear their high school clothes that
don't fit anymore."
-

stand out."
Favorite Places to Shop: "Nordstrom, Urban Outfitters, and Vintage
Stores. My vest is vintage, and the
shoes are from Urban."
Trend Done Right: "I really like
the bohemian look."
I would if I could: "I would want a
plaid Marc Jacobs coat from Nordstrom."

i

-

James
Top Five Things to do
This Weekend:

is close enough to the Parents backdrop of a
family wedding. But in case you're wondering, there is no Jinx the Cat in Guess Who. In
fact, it's kind of surprising that Simon's name
is so modest and not something "hilarious"
like Homer Sexual.
One thing that does allow Guess Who to
stand out is its attempt at addressing serious
issues of interracial dating. At one point Theresa breaks down and talks about "the looks
we get" and "the things people say about us,"
pleading thatshe just wants Percy to "tell me
it's okay for us to be together."
Guess Who also goes deeper into the
relationship between Simon and Percy than
Parents went with Stiller and DeNiro, and
spends more time paying off their inevitable
truce for the audience.
It might be unfair to hold Guess Who up to
Meet the Parents, but it's almost impossible
not to. If you've seen one, you can'thelp but
compare the other.
Overall, Guess Who is not as funny as its
2000 predecessor, and didn't even try and
touch its 1967 predecessor, which was probably a wise move.
,

of "Fresh Prince ofBel-Air" when the Banks
family meets Aunt Janice's White fiancee.
Staff Writer
Anyway, from there we queue the Parents
Perhaps you've been led to believe that similarities: Percy immediately questions
Guess Who, which pairs pretty-boy Ashton Simon's employment situation, just like
Kutcher with iconic funnyman Bernie Mac, Robert DeNiro and Ben Stiller did in their
is a comedic remake of the 1967 classic movie. Simon ends up having to sleep in the
drama Guess Who's Coming to Dinner.
basement when Percy gets paranoid about the
If so, you've been hoodwinked. Guess young couple having sex in his house, only in
Who is more like a remake of 2000's Meet this movie the father sleeps with him.
Percy constantly picks at Simon for his althe Parents, only not as good.
From the start, not much was done to tone leged affinity to vodka, just like DeNiro and
down the obvious resemblance between Stiller with the marijuana. There's a scene at
Guess and Parents. Simon Green (Kutcher) the dinner table where the boyfriend's inapand girlfriend Theresa Jones (Zoe Saldana) propriate comments fluster the father, only
there are no cremated ashes involved.
are keeping their engagement secret until afand
There's even another car race scene, only
hopefully gets friendly
ter Simon meets,
this
time Simon and Percy burn rubber in
with Theresa's family.
That would include clearing the hurdle go-carts instead of actual cars. Like Stiller,
known as Percy Jones (Mac), Theresa's Simon's goof-ups are enough to convince
Percy and Theresa that he's a liar, when
overprotective father.
remiss
didn't
out
that
all along he was just trying to impress the
ifI
point
wouldbe
I
family.
"introduction"
not
Percy,
having
yet
the
in
Finally, the backdrop to the whole thing is
seen Simon, mistakenly assumes the Black
cab driver (Mike Epps) is his daughter's new a party where Percy and wife Marilyn (Judith
boyfriend a blatantrip-off from the episode Scott) are going to renew their vows, which

Frew

I

"Guess Who" a blatant rip-off?
Austin Burton

JSeonuironarli,sm
1. See "Beyond the Valley of the
Dolls" The Egyptian theatre 801 E.
Pine, Friday & Saturday at midnight.
2. Go to the Henry Art Gallery on
the UW campus, see pictures of
Kurt Cobain, whimsical toys and
more much more!
3. Visit American Apparel, Seattle's
newest sweatshop free clothing
store, located at the corner of 45th
and University in the U-District.
4. Because it will be sunny and
warm, do your homework in Volunteer park on an old blanket overlooking the scenic views of Seattle.
5. Hit up the Sunset Bowl in Ballard
Play pull-tabs, bowl and purchase
puff-ball socks from vending machines. 420 NW Market Street, open
24hrs.
-

Arts

Entertainment
Dust To Glory Film Thrills & Chills
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J. Jacob Edel

Sports Editor
Racing a dirt bike non-stop for over
a thousand miles in one of the Western
Hemisphere's most scenic deserts is so gnarly
few modern riders have ever attempted it.
Then again, filming the Tecate SCORE Baja
1000 is so problematic, no filmmaker has
dared to shoot the drama of this sandbox
race like Dana Brown's latest movie, "Dust
To Glory."
The movie, Brown's first since "Step into
Liquid
a chronicle divulging into the
spirits of surfers is an all-access feature
documentary of the hearts and minds dedicated to the off- road race.
Brown carefully intertwines a collage of
riders into a saga of battling the elements
bumps, daylight, dehydration, silt and the
crowd while striving to cross the finish line
before anyone else.
In a special appearance, the 65-year-old,
Associated Press Driver of the Century, Mario Andretti is the Grand Marshall of a Class
One team of other Indianapolis 500 veterans
Mike Groff, Robbie Groffand Jimmy Vasser.
Andretti, not one of the racers, horses-around
by bucking a truck through the desert, fully

&

Marissa Cruz
Guest Writer

spirit that motivates a person to throttle
a vehicle for
15-35 hours
through blinding dust, rap-

Most ofSeattle's Latino community could
be found in one place last Thursday night:
the Moore Theatre. As a large crowd lined
up for Latinologues' visit to Sea-town, you
just knew it was going to be another big
night at the MooreTheatre. Home of the oldest remaining theatre in Seattle, the Moore
Theatre hostedthe critically acclaimed comedy of Rick Najera to a packed house.
Just like any Hispanic gathering, there was
festive music, bright colors all around, and
many hugs, kisses and hellos as everyone
approached the entrance of the theatre.
Latinologues highlights theLatino experience in America. Luckily I got my ticket
free, but for the other performance-goers,
the price was $35, a hefty price for a 90
minute show at the Moore. Of course there
were problems, and therer we were on a cold
and windy Seattle night waiting outside the
will call office, arguing with the attendant
who declined to give us our tickets. So far,
the experience was turning sour.
How could you pass up an invitation to
watch a show that was written by a guy
who had written for Mad TV and In Living
Color? So forget about the attendant, we got
our tickets and we headed to the balcony.
The show was supposed to start at 8:00
p.m., however, like many shows, it started
fashionably late. By that time people were
hissing and whistling at a pitch that was
quite irritating. You wanted to yell and tell
them to shut-up, but you knew it wasn't
worth it. Finally the lights got low and the
show began.
The first act was over in less than 10 minutes and thank God, because it wasn't even
remotely funny. After that dull first act, my
friend and I looked at each other with a look
of despair. I was hoping things would get
better; I didn't really want to have to write
a bad review. Eventually it did, briefly, for
a couple of minutes while Najera played
a Latino working as a U.S. Border Patrolman. He was gung-ho about his job and
although it was funny at the time, I don't
quite rememberany of the monologue. So I
guess it didn't have thatmuch ofan impression on me.
Maybe it's just because I wasn't born
and raised in a Hispanic country, but I just
didn't see the humor in some of the pieces
performed. Making fun of Elian Gonzales
being back in Cuba, or an older mother of
a young, Latino gangster who she calls a
vampire wasn't really very funny. The constant wisecracks about only finding jobs as
busboys, dishwashers, gardeners and janitors and about deportation, got stale about
halfway through the show. Even though I
was raised in a Hispanic family, I couldn't
figure out why these jokes weren't getting
old to everyone else.
To see people making fun of their own
nationality's stereotypes is nothing new,
and when done right, it's very funny. However, something about the execution of last
Thursday's performance just didn't tickle
my funny bone.
There was one actor who was talentedand
humorous. A crowd favorite, Eugenio Derbez, played many roles including a mother
who thought her son was a vampire to a
Pakistani in a MECHA group in the U.S. to
Elian Gonzales' father. He was a welcome
addition to the group offour Latin comedians who performed at the Moore Theater.
However even with Derbez's comic relief,
the show was a dismal failure in the eyes
of this columnist. However, to the many
Latino audience members, the show was
a success.
;
Eh, c'est la vie, I guess.

-

-

-

eating silt.
Dana

■ra's

Courtesy of IFC Films

father,

e, made his mark filming surfers in the
1950's and 60's. He became a timeless legend
breathtaking rides throughout
lobe in "The Endless Summer" to the
US via his video equipment. Dana has taken
his father's work a step further in this film,
focusing on the same aspirations to convey
the same stoke, but he uses an array of new
technologies to attract viewers into the unique
sport ofoff-road racing.
Unlike the races of previous generations,
helicopters now circle the desert during the
Baja 1000.Brown
used a copter to
some of
race, members
iis 90-person
w fluttered
above the competitors while they
wheeled through
the Baja's roughest terrain.

■bringing

Kture

Rider's spon-

sors, like Honda,

also hover above
the racers to track
progress,
lth and competition. Brown

tir
I

Courtesy of IFC Films also builds on his

fathers skills with his ability to seize the
sounds of the vehicles' engines and exhaust
pipes. In his father's early films the technology to capture the sounds of his subjects
didn't exist and he spiced up his movies with
a creative and comical narrative. Dana upholds the family tradition and adds an effective narration himself in "Dust to Glory."
The film artistically depicts the camaraderie of the competition. Behind the racers
are their friends, families and pit crews, in a
close pursuit to accommodate the racers and
vehicles needs along the way. But when a
racer approaches another of the 269 vehicles
from behind, they routinely bumper check the
cars in front of them to signify their wish to
pass them. When the driver's fail to abide to
the pursuer's demands the bumper checks
become bumper slams until the leading
vehicle either pulls aside or is shoved out
of the way.
The honest histories and raw personalities
of the racers that Brown portrays does the
same thing, shoving the race's final stats off

the track and veers the story into the direction
of the participants.
Never once is the movie about a vehicle,
the course or theresults. Itis about the people.
Something the Brown family has been doing
since they first picked up the movie camera
and pointed it at another.

Straylight Run: Bourne of Conflict
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
The best thing about "emo" music is the
drama. We all love drama, whether we admit
it or not. Some people even major in it. Well,
I believe its actually called theatre but
let's not get nit-picky.
Straylight Run is a perfect example
of contemporary emo-artist drama. In
the beginning, there was Taking Back
Sunday and Brand New. John Nolan
was the guitarist and singer for Taking
Back Sunday while his good friend Jesse
Lacey was the singer and guitarist of
Brand New. Then they had drama.
They had a fight, and like good little
emo-kids they expressed their angst
through songs. Taking Back Sunday
wrote the song "There's No I in Team"
while Brand New wrote the song "Seventy Times Seven." Both tracks contain
lines from theirargument and are rather
good songs.
As time passed, John Nolan decided
he needed more drama in his life. He
decidedthat he didn't like the "musical direction" that Taking Back Sunday was going in
so he quit the band. He then brought the bass
player with him its not like bass players
have any real opinions anyway.
Then there's this other band, Breaking
Pangaea, and much like the ancient omni-

Not Funny

encapsulating
the exuber-

"

-

13

continent they split apart also, with two of
the members going with John Nolan and the
other two filling in the replacement spots of
Taking Back Sunday.
One band, Taking Back Sunday, heads in
more of the Hurley shirt and Volcom jean
wearing direction of the music scene, while

feels more the depression than theangry side
to coming of age; a distinctive theme of the
"emo" genre. Straylight Run also went for the
more "artsy" and less "fratty" aesthetics of
packaging. The album artwork, portraying a
girl sleeping on the floor beneath the image
of a bed, is filled with melancholy colors,
and an introverted, "artsy" photograph.
The artwork was even done by Starving
Eyes, the design company that created
Emogame.com.
Straylight Run created a good album
though, filled with somber ballads
and melancholy tunes that match the
artwork. A stand out track is number
three, "Existentialism on Prom Night"
with the chorus that says, "sing me
something soft, sad and delicate, or
loud and out ofkey, sing me anything."
In track number eight, "Tool Sheds
and Hot Tubs" the band manages to
create an emo-genre song while adding country flavor on top of a dancey
electronic beat with the female piano
player singing the vocals.
So, if you're into the catharsis of the
Courtesy of Victory Record:
genre and enjoy listening to someone
the other, formed under the name Straylight fall apart emotionally in a song, then this
Run, heads in more of the flannel shirt with album should be next on your list.
horn-rimmed glasses direction.
Straylight line is head lining the Alternative
That is the sound of Straylight Run's Press/Vans Tour, which makes its' Seattle
self-titled debut full length release. They stop tomorrow, Friday Apr. 15 at El Corazon,
did away with the hardcore vocals of Takwith Seattle's Minus the Bear and The Honoring Back Sunday and brought in a piano. It ary Title, Gratitude and Spitalfield.
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All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu
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Rock the Vole: ASSU ELECTIONS!
Check out all the Candidates

and VOTE TODAY

@

@

seattleu.edu/assu

WWW>SUOnlinC#edU

Voting concludes

@

6 p.m.

ASSU at Work NEWS Updates:
Empower the Student Voice Complete the
STATE of the STUDENT SURVEY!
Check your email to find the link PRIZES will also be awarded!
-

*

-

-

Coming Soon: Desk Exhibition in the Student Center!
Offer your opinion on desk selection for the Bannan & Administration!
More details to come!
*

I
attention SOPHOMORES!
Sophomore Class Council in conjunction with
the Alumni Relations Office presents:

Sophomore

.

Calling all SENIORS:
ni rrt

ociwiirn* hi

When: THURSDAY, Apr. 14

Alumni Dinner
"Invest in your Future"

Where: TIKI BOBS

Tuesday, Apr 19, 2005

NQ COVER CHARGE with Student ID!

&

6:00-3:00 p.m.
Le Roux Conference Room CSTCN

160)

RSVP by em3i to

(166

s.

King street)

$2.00 wells for ladies
$3.00 pitchers (certain beverages only)
Contact your Senior Rep. Steve Bartkowski

bv Fridav

Apr

@

bartkos@seattleu.edu for any questions.

15!

JPPRT YOUR ,V PR|P~ "S^S?
REPIinUJK BRfIOEIETS

1

Connolly Center

»a a a

CO/I: 12.00
Purchci/e them @ (he CflC
#%

£in (ho fIfSU Office
m

fl portion of Ihe proceed/
Will CIO lo benefit Juvenile Diobele/.
_.

..

.

World Ranked Players including
JOE HAGEN JOE COX
will teach you more about Handball
and the benefits of P |a Y in 9 this sport!

SEAN LENNING

*

*

Bring comfortable clothes & court shoes.
(All
v other equiment will be provided)
For more information, contact David Carrithers
,r

'\-(~\

t+l
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-part-time dining room
servers, bartenders and
server assistants. Appli-

Classifieds
I

100. For Sale

200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.
-

1

200
Are you looking for summer
employment? Teach interactive science camps to school
age children and help to
-

cants should possess an
outstanding work ethic, a
great attitude, and superior customer skills. Please
email or fax your resume
for consideration, sandpoi

-inspire a lifelong interest
m science. Summer Camp
Assistant and Lead Teacher
positions are available at the
Pacific Science Center. For
more information on these
and other job opportunities
please visit out website at
www.pacsci.org,

ntccapplicants(2),yahoo.com
Fax# (206) 525-9867

Aquatics Care Assistant
(Part time/weekends)

Individual needed to care
for a Zebra fish facility during weekend hours (less-

Private North End Country Club is currently seeking seasonal full and
-

ResDiNe

PoeTßy

M
?W

April 20, 2005

Wfe^'r; "<-■'■

Listen to professors
and students read and
sing medieval poems

*

3:45-5:15
Wil?
/jjet

'*

trans^ations

M
'

,

,

BCWfe'

languages. Original
texLs

*

1

•'

*V

,

Casey Commons

15

J3X

Looking tO advertise in Olir paper,
please Send all
Information and
questions t0...
adinfo(£>seattleu.edll

org or mail to Benaroya
Research Institute, 1201
Ninth Avenue, Seattle WA
98101. Fax:2o6-223-7543.
EEO-M/F.

Phone: 206.296.6474

Lima Peru
Mexico City
Bangkok
Sydney
'

FaX! 206.296.6477

www.Spectator-Online.com

$670
$372
$793

$957/

EurailpaSS
Britrail Flexipass
France & Spain Pass
Greece & Italy Pass

cMWkGLftfeh
CUahaidArtni
&bxiad<^<spamss

Experience theRiver Kwai.
rice barge. Chiang Mai, elephant
ride, hilltribe trek and the
Goldon Trianolo
roundtrip

.

...

A greatadventure combining
Andean culture, the most

|

$200//

famous Incan ruin and the lush

I

I

,

,rom

'

CCQC

3>JjOSj,J I

Supported by Matteo Ricci College, the Honors Program, the English Department, the College Relations Committee

H>o/Oy

Travel along the southern
coast of Africa and continue
inland throughtropical rainforest

20, davs

tn tho ,»»«,«V.ctwia FaUs.

rom

&

the

FBmEEI.^BtiM TR

mmm

Go to http://www.seattleu.edu/student/activities/ for more

11

<tCICIK.
3fcSK3KBJ I

www.statravel.com

|

Hands

Hey SU Students! Sign up for Labor ofLove—a partnership
between the Center for Service and Student Activities. Labor of
Love provides you with an opportunity to engage in worthwhile
service projects all within walking distance of Seattle University
and allows you to become more familiar with the area surrounding
campus and to help provide important services to the community.

'

from Seattle. Featured packages do

+

4.16.05

.

u^ S

Amazon Rainforest

Labor of Love:
Connecting the head, the heart,

Q

not include airfare. Subject to change and availability.
Taxes and other applicable fees not included.

will be provided.

J

mk WI^SSsSSm

$382
$199
$199

..

,

-SaintAuqustne3S4A.D.

/

•
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The world is a book, and
those who do not travel,
read only a page.

irru

©tf&icm?

©U^fr&idi

IAI vJrv

iobs(fl)benarovaresearch.

Airfare is

fSuyik

Ixl iL

-than 19 hours/week).

Responsibilities include
feeding, cleaning, basic system maintenance
and assessment of water
chemistries for a population of adult and larval
fish. Experience working
with fish systems or animal
husbandry required. Email
resume and cover letter to:

f

/^^

j
r
+
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•
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Labor of Love
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VOICE: What one person, thing, or event has

CAMPUS

had the greatest impact upon your

Boudreau
by
perception
socialf

justice?

Greg

MISS LONELTY HEARTS
Are

you in

do you

trouble?

need help?

Write to Miss Lonely Hearts

i

AND SHE WILL HELP YOU.

LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
Allegations have been popping up lately that I hate children and flowers, what should I do?
Child Hater For Life
-

"Mountains Beyond Mountains by Tracy
Kidder really opened my eyes to the state of
health care in Haiti and other
3rd world countries."
'

"

"A counter-protest against the Aryan Nations of Northern Idaho with myfriends from
Temple Beth Shalom of Spokane, Wash, helped
me understand what it means to be pro-active
in working toward social justice.
"

John Borges,
Freshman, Pre-Maior

Tobie Neely,
History, Sophomore

Dear CHFL,
Are these allegations true?
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
Yes.
Dear CHFL,
I am not sure what your aim is. Do you wish to stop hating children and/or flowers, or do you wish for people to
believe that you do not hate children and/or flowers?
Dear ML,
I am not sure.
week.

Perhaps I will get back to you next

Dear CHFL,
Swell.
Dear Miss

Lonelyhearts,
friends
make fun of me for being so tall, and I say to
My
them, "I was born this way shutup!" but they don't hear
me crying inside all of the time for beings such a good
for nothing tall person. What can I ever do?
Too Tall For Life
-

"Salman Rushdie makes powerful arguments
on social justice through his writing and the
fact that he continues to write what he feels
even in hiding.
"

"It's a culmination of several injustices and
hypocrisies. The fact that almost 50 million
people don't have healthcare in the richest nation of the world is a big one. Also, reinforcement of second-class citizenship for people of
color, sexual minorities, and those in poverty
really frustrates me."

Lily Ko,

Ryan Crawford,
Freshman, Creative Writin

Junior, Psychology

Dear TTFL,
What's that? I can't hear you from way up there. No,
I'm only messing around Yao Ming!!! Seriously though,
accept that you are a freak and join the circus.
Love,
Miss L.

JOIN US!
of

THE

SraCTJi|JjJ, Ste^TTLE

IMvERSI^K..PW^R
/Newspaper Staff?

I Come to our J
Weekly meetings

EyeryWapill
"

"John Steinbeck's "Grapes

of Wrath.:

Madeline Hottman,
Sophomore, Public Affairs

""

Chicana/queer/feminist theorist Cherrie
Moraga and Olivia Benson,
my #1 favorite TV Cop.

"

Sacha Maxim,
Freshman, Women's Studies

in our Office in the
Basement of Campion
next to The Cave

j

